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Particle therapy has intrinsic uncertainties 
or weaknesses:  Two Achilles heels  

• Physics : dose & correct position of 
Bragg peaks in the body 

• Biology – how do different tissues  
& tumours respond to changes in 

dose and ionisation density (greater 
complexity of DNA and 

Chromosomal damage) compared 
with megavoltage photons/x-rays? 
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Changes with dose per 
fraction and cell cycling 
in repair proficient cells 

Lesser changes with dose per fraction, cell 
cycling and radiosensntivity 



RBE depends on …….. 
n  Particle [Z], Energy [β=v/c] & Depth 
n  Target Volume [by mix of high LET Bragg 

peaks + low LET entry beams] 
n  Dose per treatment ..RBE varies inversely with 

dose.  A treatment plan contains many dose 
levels. 

n  Facility: neutron & γ-ray contamination 
n  Cell  &  Tissue type : slow growing and 

repair proficient cells have highest RBEs,    
as do late reacting normal tissues. 

 



Can we live without RBE? 

n  It would be like re-enventing mechanics with no 
knowledge of relativisitic effects 

n  One would find unexplained phenomena and 
apply pragmatic  corrections. 



Boston review of 
proton RBE studies: 
Paganetti et al IJROBP 
2002 

In vitro ? shows trend to 
higher RBE at low dose 

In vivo and in vitro results 
consistent with high α/β 
ratio endpoints, from 
rapidly growing CHO-V79 
[Hamster] cells and acute 
small intestine crypt assay, 
three nomral tissues tested 
only at 9-12 Gy perfraction 



Proton RBEs modelled in UK from cell survival 
expts (Human hep2 cells) done by Richard 

Britten et al East Virginia Univeristy, Norfolk, 
USA) in SOBP in Bloomington  (Indiana) beam 

at increasing  depth 



If relationship scaled down from fast neutrons to protons  
  RBEmax=1.0+1.2/(α/β)L     RBEmin=1.0+Sqrt[0.0005 .(α/

β)L] 

  

Jones, Underwood ,Timlin and Dale (Brit J Radiol –2011) 



What we have on ion beams is summarised in  
n  PIDE Particle Irradiation Data Ensemble, 

Germany…..Excellent data base, open access. 
n  Currently the PIDE contains 855 measured ion cell 

survival curves ( T Friedrich and M Scholz) 
n  Data from many labs, different beams, different cells. 

Useful but limitations, as retrospective and not 
designed to test specific hypotheses. 

n  Most cells not human.  
n  Friedrich T, Scholz U, Elsässer T, Durante M, Scholz M.  

Systematic analysis of RBE and related quantities using a 
database of cell survival experiments with ion beam irradiation. J 
Radiat Res December 23, 2012, doi:10.1093/jrr/rrs119 

 



RBE – what can we be certain of ? 
n  RBE falls as dose 

increases 
n  Turnover point position 

is a function of z 
( charge) 

n  RBE falls symmetrically 
on LET plot 

n  LQ model Parameter α 
increases much more 
than β with LET (fast 
neutrons ×3-5 for α, 
×1.1-1.3 for β) 



Heterogenous Data Mining: Acta Oncol 2011, 
Sorensen, Overgaard and Bassler….V79 cells 



RBE depends on Cell Type (& probably repair 
capacity) – GSI data Weyrather et al 1999 

Carbon ions 

Radioresistant cells (higher DNA repair capacity?) show higher RBEs 

X-rays 



Summary of   RBE FACTS: 
1.  Initial linear slope of  RBE with LET 
2.  Turnover point (LETU) depends on Z. 
3.  Turnover point RBE magnitude falls with 
increasing dose per fraction, also for different 
cell types with reduced repair capacity, but 
maintains SYMMETRY. 
4.  ↑LET causes greater increase in α than β 
Implications:  after initial linear increase with 
LET, the α and β values are maximal at LETU 
and must share same overall symmetry. 
 



Same turnover point for increment in α and β with 
LET preserves symmetry of relationship when dose 

changes.  With 
increasing 
dose 
a greater 
proportion 
of  damage 
is due to β 
curve (where 
damage 
proportional 
to dose 
squared) 

↑dos
e 



Position of turnover point with z 

Assume  biological 
saturation effect  
with increasing z 
and LET (L) 
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Using position of turnover point with 
‘Carnot’ physical RBE model 

proton 

helium 

Carbon  

Neon 



Relationship between αL and αH 
(for various ions) 

 11.7/4.3(1-Exp[-4.3 aL]) 
P<0.01 
R2 

αH=11.1/4.2 (1-Exp[-4.2]) 
P<0.01 



‘overkill’ is an inefficiency ,disregarding dose (keV) wasted 
in each region of interest above turnover value of LET. 

Physical/Carnot Model:  
(a) BEFORE LETU : LINEAR  
  If  LET is half  of  LETU → 
50% efficient,   75% of  LETU is 
75% efficient etc  
 
(b) AFTER LETU NON-LINEAR 
LET which is double the LETU 
→50% efficient (50% wasted), 
LET of  3×LETU is 33% 
efficient (67% wasted), etc.  

LETU 

αH=αU. (LETU -LETX)/
LETU 

αH=αU. (1-(LETX-LETU)/
LETX) 

Before Max Efficiency  After Max Efficiency  



 
 

Data of Barendsen 1968, monoenergetic 
alpha particles only 
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Todd`s data better explained using 
individual z values for each ion species 
and RBE ‘physical’ efficiency model  

      Pr Deut           He     Li     Bo               C    N  O   Ne      Ar 

      Pr Deut           He     Li     Bo               C    N  O   Ne      Ar 



Weyrather W et al  IJRB 
1999…..Carbon ions only 
POISSON Model 
 
Note range of  ion energies 



Input parameters and calculation 
n  αL and βL at control low LET (e.g.  MV photons) 
n  Z  → position of LET - RBE turnover point 
n  This is sufficient to estimate α & β at any value 

of LET. Ratios of αH/αL → RBEmax and 
√βH/√βL → RBEmin 

n  Set up BED isoeffect equations containing these 
RBE limits, then solve for RBE for at any dose 
per fraction or surviving fraction. 



Loss of tumour control due to 
misplaced Bragg peaks 

For 70 Gy in 15 fractions to a squamous cell cancer 



Conclusions 
n  Need more data sets…e.g. at Biomedical centre 

CERN /specifically designed expts looking at :   
initial slope, turnover point position in large panel of  
HUMAN CANCER and ‘NORMAL’ cells with 
different photon sensitivities, genetic 
characterisation, repair capacities etc,   

n  Using many different ion species over critical ranges 
of LET 

n  Test the existing microdosimetry and other 
models…..develop robust ‘STANDARD MODEL” 
for applications 



Impact on clinical practice 
n  Better choice of dose for particle therapy 
n  Better results, compared with using a constant 

RBE 
n  Use wide range of human cells, especially 

tumours of children.  At present we think they 
have much lower proton RBEs than 1.1 and so 
can be underdosed. 

n  Cooperative work with other particle centres 
who can do in vivo/animal experiments. 

 


